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liztroducfibn
The extent of State debt and of the budget deficit have, after decades
of deliberate attempts to obscure their significance, become a focal
point of public concern and public policy. The public is now aware
that the 1980s has left a legacy in the form of a large State debt; and
they h o w it will haunt them and their children for yean. They also
recognise that the debt problem must be dealt with fairly, effectively
and in an accountable manner; and they want to know that it will
never be allowed to happen again.
State governments can no longer think of themselves as fiscal
islands. Their fiscal performance does count-locally and nationa n y e the sorry saga of Victoria in the 1980s and the early 1990s has
shown. More people than ever before are watching their State government carefully, and they are increasingly well-informed. Even the
media, after a long period of lack of interest and inadequate expertise, are now more competent and engaged in State fiscal matters on
an on-going basis. Competition among the States, which has always
been a signdcant, though ofien disregarded, feature of the Australian
federal system, is dearly increasing. Workers and jobs, investors and
capital, will increasingly vote with their feet; the fiscal performance
of State governments will have a major bearing on that voting patten.

Commonwealth policies wiTl continue to have a major impact on
the States' fiscal position. There is a chance that the nature and extent
of Commonwealth control over State finances will lessen in the 1990s,
but any such move is likely to be predicated not only on the Statesy
getting their finances in good order but also on their showing a
commitment to keeping them in good order. Reforms to State-
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Commonwealth relations lnay involve the States' assuming more
responsibility for the nation's, as well as their own, fiscal position
Of course, policies on debt and deficits cannot be determined in
isolation from those on taxation and spending. Borrowing is, ultimately, deferred taxation; and in the final analysis the key concern
must be the extent to which government expenditure is justifiable.
For clarity and brevity, taxation policy is separately considered in
Chapter 4, and spending in Chapter 5.
The first step in developing a debt management strategy must be
to ascertain and explain the condition of the State's finances-to
know where we want to go, we need to h o w where we are, and how
and why we got here.
The second step is to formulate a coherent debt management
strategy which sets out the principles and a set of targets for the State
debt and deficit and other liabilities, to be achieved over the term of
the government, using as a benchmark the debt management strategy
released by the WA government in mid-1992.
The third step is to put into place reforms to the existing political,
administrative and constitutional systems which will lock in the
strategy.

Communicute the Full Picture
The first step in designing a debt management strategy, and other
aspects of fiscal policy, is to assess the state of the State's finances; a
task which is as difficult as it is important. T h e past is important, as it
tdls us how we gotto where we are now: in particular, what policies
were actually put in place, what their consequences ivere, and how
much of a legacy or handicap we must now bear because of those
policies. It is also obviously important for the government, the Parliament and the voters to have some idea of the direction in which
the State's finances is likely to be heading under w e n t policy
settings,
Gaps in Information
This first step must be a tentative one, as the information publicly
available on the State's finances is deficient in a number of important
areas. Although the quality and quantity of published infomation
on, and analysis of, the State's finances have improved in recent years
(and will necessarily keep improving), key bits of infomation are
still missing-including forward estimates of spending, revenue and
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debt; and data on the changes in assets and liabilities and depreciation over time. Existing policy settings, moreover, are not cleac there
is a paucity of objective analysis of the State's perfonnance; and the
data on the State's finances are highly fragmented. In fact, the
infomation available on Western Australia's finances lags behind
that available on all other State and Temtory governments.
Comission of Audit
The new government should as a matter of priority, commission an
independent audit of the State's finances. This should be undertaken
not in the expectation of finding wrong-doing or in the expectation of
uncovering additional liabilities, but rather to obtain a thorough,
objective assessment of the State's fiscal position and future policy
options. The audit will be of use to the Executive, but its main target
audience should be the Parliament and the public. These are the
groups which are currently most in the dark An ancillary benefit of
the Commission will be to lay the foundations for more thorough
reporting and analysis of the State's financial position on an annual
basis in the State's budget documents. The Commission of Audit
should be considered as one of a number of actions designed to
improve the accountability of government.
Enough, however, is now known of State's fiscal performance
and position to provide the foundations of a debt strategy.

Legacy of fhe 1980s: Handicap of the 1990s
Rapid Growth in State Debt
During the 1 9 8 0 ~Western
~
Australian governments, like many
private organisations and some other (but not all) State governments,
dramatically increased the State's level of indebtedness.'
As of 30 June1992, the gross indebtedness of the Western Australian public sector was $11.3 billion or $6850 per head of population
(see Table 3.1). In contrast, public sector debt stood at $3.2 billion in
There are numerous ways of measuring State debt. Tt can be measured before
(gross) or after (net) deducting financial assets; it can be valued at face or
present value; and the different measures can result in significantly different
estimates. There is little consistency between the various published measurements of State debt across AustraIia, though the States have a p d to publish
estimates of debt on a standard basis (present value) beginning in 1994.Since
the WA government has only published data on gross debt at face value prior
to 1989, this measurement will be used throughout this study. Estimates on
present value basis of gross and net debt are published, but only after 1989.

1982.The State's public sector also held, at the end of 1992, financial
assets valued at $3.2 billion, which, when deducted from gross debt,
results in a level of net indebtedness of $8.1 billion. Since these financial assets are fully utilised in the operation of the government and
could only be freed-up by the closure of government, gross debt is
the most appropriate measure of State debt.12
Table 3.1: WA Publlc Sector Debt
I$
billlon, as of 30 June)

Gross Debt
Net Debt
Notes:

-

199ta

1992"

6993b

10.1

11.3

111.6

7.6

8.1

8.4

(a) SOUTCB:
WA Treasury (1992)&*MI
lnfarmatim in Support d the
TreasurefsAnnual Statement: 1991-92
(6)Sorrm: Estimated by IPA using data supplied in 1992-93 WA Budget

Between 1982 and 199213, the indebtedness of the State's public
sector expanded rapidly by all measures (Table 3.2): in dollars of the
day it grew by 257 per cent; in real per capita terms it grew by 56 per
cent; it grew as a share of the State economy-from 22.7 per cent of
Gross State Product (GSP) to 29.2 per cent of GSP; and, given that
debt had actually shrunk in real per capita terms during the preceding decade (1971-1981), it grew in relation to recent experience14
22
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This is shown by the n d for the WA govmment to borrow $529 million in
1992 to enhance the liquidity of its cash balances in order to meet the liquidity
ratio guidelines set by the credit rating agencies. WA T r e a s q (1992a), Analyf ical lnfomtion In Support of the Treasurer's Annud Sfatemerat: 1991-92, November, page 46.
In this and subsequent chapters, reference to a year implies reference to a fiscal
year; for example, '1982' refers to fiscal year 1981-82.
State debt was higher during the 1960s and earlier decades than in the 1980s.
However, the WA economy and the State's finances have changed to such an
extent that the debt Pwels in the years prior to the 1970s nre now no bnger
reIevant. For example, prior to the 1970s,bornwings were undertaken by the
Commonwealth on behalf of the States with significant Commonwealth control
over the lwel of borrowings. Moreover the cost of debt was much lower
during, and in fact at times even negative in real terms prior to, the 1970s. In
the 1960s W A went through a phase of rapid expansion, with the development
of the iron ore industry and wheat belt requiring a much higher level of
physical infrastructure; during the 1960s over 47 per mt of total Sitate expendibre was used for capital purposes compared with just 17 per cent during the
1980s.
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Table 3.2: Growth In WA Public Sector Debt 1982 to 1992
Terms:
Nomina!
Real per Capita
As Share of GSP

I

I

257%
5%
6.5% points
(from 22.7 to 29.2)

S o u r n : WA Treasury, AnalyhI Infomation in Support of the Prmsurerb Annual
Slatemen@ 1988-89. 1989-911. 1990-91 and $992-92Debt defined as net
loan liabilities measured on current value basis for total public sector.
Po ulation: ABS Cat. No. 3101-0.
G ~ P 1982-91
:
fmm ABS Cat. No. 5220.0.1992 estimated by IPA and
assumes 4.0 psr cent real growth in GSP,
Detlator: Non-farm GDP deflator: 1982-1991 from ASS Cat, No. 5204.0;
1992 from 1992-93 Commonwealth Budget Pager No. I,
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State Debt Still Growing

Public sector debt did decline during the late 1980s, if measured as a
share of GSP. This decline was, however, temporary, and reflected
the rapid and unsustainable growth in GSP, not a reduction in borrowings. In fact, between 1986 and 1992,State debt per head grew by
51 per cent-hardly a sign of borrowing restraint. Moreover, as the
State's economic growth declined in 1990,debt began again to grow
as a proportion of GSP; and in 1992 it reached its highest level since
the early 1970s.
Although there are no official projections of State debt for 1993,
the available data on public sector estimates of financial transactions
indicate that it will again grow in 1993, albeit at a lesser pace. As
shown in Table 3.1,gross State debt is likely to expand by 3 per cent,
or to around $11.6 billion, by the end of 1993; and net State debt is
likely to expand by around 4 per cent-rates much lower than
recorded in recent years.15
15

The State public sector is, under the National Amounting framework (the
acmunting h e w o r k that will be used throughout R e f m and Recovery) divided into public trading enterprises, or PTEs, and general government enterpeses. (For a discussion of the National Account format, see WA Treasury
(1992b3,1992-93 WA Budget: Economic and Finuncial Overview, Appendix 2,
pages 4347; and for a discussion of its application to State debt, see W A
Treasury (1992a), op. cit., Appendix, pages 5 9 4 7 . ) State awned financial b d ing enterprises IFTEs), such as the R&I Bank and the SGIC, are not included as
part of the public sector, though they do transact with the public sector via the
payment of dividends and the receipt and repayment of advances. PIESare by
definition those agencies of government which mainly sell goods into a mark&
with the intention of recovering all or a significant proportion of their operating costs. (See ABS, Cat. No. 21217.0, CFassijutions Manual for Government
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Elubfic Trading Enterprises Account For Most Debt
State debt is predominantly iT1 the Public Trading Enterprises {or
PTE) subsector, and particularly in the larger utilities. In 1992 the
PTE subsector accounted for $6.7billion, or 60 per cent of State debt.
The State Energy Commission of Western Australia (SECWA)
accounted for the largest proportion (34per cent), with most of this
acmu1ated since 1981. The Water Authority (3 per cent), Homeswest (6 per cent) and Weshail(3.5 per cent) are the next largest contributors to total State debt.I6
Figure 3.1: WA State Debt (a) by Subsector, 1980 to 1992
(real per capRa (b))
$
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Now: (a) Net loan KabllItfes tndude IlabllitIes arising Frwn WA Government Hotdhgr.
(b) Deflated by nort-farm GDP deflamr with 1991 base year.
Sr#rrces: 'Report on State W bt', Repan Na. 25, Public A m u m and Expendlhlre Rerlew
Committee, Legls4aaive Assembly of Western A u m l a , December 1992.
WA Treasury, "bnalyrieal Informarion In Support of the Treasurer's Annual
Statements', Uwember lS92.
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F i m m Stdistics: Australia 1984, page 5.) This means that they face a d q p e of
commercial pressure in t a m s of their flnandng decisions and have the capacity to senrice debt via user charges. In contrast, the general government sub
stxtor consists of those agencies of government which in the main operate
outside the normal market mechanism, provide goods free of charge, and
whose debt is financed by tax revenue. 7"'here is, therefore, a prima-facie case
for assessing the financing decision of these sub-rs
differently. However,
the differences between the subsectors--in the past and today-re to some
atent more apparent than r d .
W A Treasury (1992c), The Treasurefs A n n d Statements 1991-92, November,
pages 122-123. WA Treasury (1992d), Submission to The PubFic Accounts a d
E"pditure R m b Committee State Debt Inquiy,June.
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Although the PTE subsector still accounts for the largest share of
debt, its share has been declining (see Figure 3.1). Measured in real
per capita terms, ME subsector debt reached a historic peak in 198617
with the completion of the Dampier-Perth gas pipeline and its associated infrastructure, and has decreased steadily ever since. In 1992,
FIE subsector debt declined both in absolute terms and as a share of
total State debt; and this trend will continue in 1993.
PTEs Are Still Tools Of The Government
The fact that the bulk of the State's debt is held by ITEs does not
necessarily mean that the debt has been used to fund investments in
commercially viable, self-funding capitd projects. FTEs are, to varying degrees, instruments of the general government subsector. With
only a few exceptions, they are required to pursue a range of noncommerdal, and essentially redistributive objectives's, including promoting regional development, providing financial assistance to the
disadvantaged, giving preference to local suppliers, subsidising 'spe
ciaY industries and projects, 'stimulating economic growth', and
protecting or creating ernployment.19The pursuit of these non-cornmercial objectives significantly affects the operating results of the
PTEs and therefore their level of borrowing. CSOs are in large part
the reason for the PTE subsector's unbroken history of losses. And,
although since 1985 the Western Australian ME subsector has shown
a marked improvement in its operating performance, with its net
operating losses declining each year in nominal tern, it is continuing
to experience losses and is expected to do so again in 1993.20
Although the data are very limited, anecdotal evidence indicates
that a considerable number of investments by the PTE subsector have
not been commercially viable, and in some cases were never designed
to be. Examples abound, induding the $250 million spent by Westrail
on the suburban rail network, the $427 million borrowed by Homeswest over the last decade for low-cost housing, $36 million spent by
17

'Report on State DebY, Report No. 25, Public Accounts and Expenditure
Review Committee, Legislative Assembly of Western Australia, December

18

The Industry Commission defines community sesvice obligations ( C W as
arising when a government requires a pubIic enterprise to carry out activities
relating to outputs or inputs which it would not elect to do on a strictly commercial basis, or which it would only do commercially at higher prices.
See WA Treasury (1992b), op. cir., Table 5, page 60 for a list of major CSOs
currently identified by various m s .
See ABS Cat. No.5501.0.

1992.
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Trampeah on the Perth city bus station, and the $37million spent by
the Fremantle Port Authority on the dredging of its inner harbour
and the development of a boat haib~ur.~l
The level of M'Edebt is thus affected by its non-commercial h c tions and obligations. For example, SECWA is required to provide
subsidies to rural electricity consumers: this reduces SECWAFsnet
earnings, and so increases its dependence on debt-funding of capital
works. In turn, that subsidy will, by inducing higher demand for
electricity in higher-cost areas, increase SECWA's need for capital
outlays and bonowing.
The PTE subsector receives some compensation from the budget
for its non-commercid functions. In 1992, around $332 million was
paid to PTEs in the form of subsidies, grants and advances from the
general government subsector. However, these payments do not rep
resent total cost to the PTE subsector arising from the nonqommercial functions.
FTEs also possess, in varying degrees and forms, the power to
tax, and fnus,like general government, in part they directly exploit
taxpayers. For example, SECWA operates as an integrated energy
monopolist with extensive powers over the pricing, transmission and
use of gas and electricity. Our governments have exploited and continue to exploit SECWA's monopoly powers to levy, albeit selectively, higher-than-commerda1 charges, which enable it to fund an
extensive mnge of non-commercial investments and other activities.
Thus SECWA's charges are in part a tax, and are commonly perceived by politicians and consumers as such. The Water Authority not
only imposes de facto taxes by way of higher-than-comrnercial water
charges, but, by levying its sewerage charges on the basis of land
values, also directly imposes a tax--a land taxsimilar to that levied
by the general government subsector. Homeswest not only is exempt
from a range of taxes--an implicit subsidy not recognised in the data
referred to above-but has the power to acquire land, buildings and
other property at a highly subsidised rate. There are numerous other
examples of the use of taxing powers, both explicit and implicit, by
PTEs to fund non-commercial activity. Further, the use of tax or
monopoly powers by the PTEs has been directly exploited to fund
general government subsector activity via the payment of higher-

21

W A Treasury (1992e), 1992-93 WA G
mdes of Expenditure.
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w d Loan and Capital Works Fund, Esti-
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t h a n - n o d dividends. Indeed, in some states (but not in WA),
have become the some of v e v large tax revenues.
The PTE subsector has, however, become more commercially
orientated over the last decade. If the co~poratisationpolicies currently in place22 are widely implemented, the extent of conunerialisation will increase. There are, moreover, large differences as
between the various PTEs, in tern of their access to and use of taxlike instruments, and their commercial orientation. Nonetheless, the
liabilities from past non-commercial decisions remain, and some
M'Es, such as Homeswest, will continue to be inherently redistributive and non-commercial. Thus the distinction between PTE and
general government debt is, in partpillusory.
General Gwemrnent Debt Growing Rapidly
Nthsugh the general government subsector cumfitly accounts for a
minor share of State debt, its level of indebtedness has nevertheless
grown rapidly both in absolute terms and as a share of State debt (see
Figure 3.1). As of June30 1992,general government agencies accounted for $4.6 billion or 40 per cent of total State debt. This represents a
150 per cent increase in real per capita terms over the 1982-92 period
and a doubling of the share of debt. General government debt is
estimated to increase further again in 1993, with almost dl anticipated public sector borrowing in 1993 being designated for the
genera1 govemmmt subsector.
Financial Institutions Losses A Large Cause Of Debt
Debt owed by the general government subsector is not thoroughly
broken down on an agency-by-agency basis. Nonetheless, between
1982 and 1992, a substantial proportion of this debt was actually
incurred to baiI out State financial institutions. Between 1988 and
1992 at least $675 milZion was borrow& by the general government
subsector to provide capital to State financial instifmtions forced to
write off assets lost through WA Inc and other failed business loans.
This included $420 million to the R&I Bank, $80 million to SGIO, and
$2 75 million to Western Australian Government Holdings Ltd
(WAGHI. These debts represent about 15 per cent of all general
government debt. The R&I Bank and the SGIO are reportedly
required to service the moneys borrowed on their behalf by the gene22

See WA Treasury (1992b3,op. dt ., pages 49-66, for discussion of refom initiatives currently undw way in WA.

ral government subsector by way of higher dividends. Even if they
do so successfully, however, this will only be achieved at the cost of
dividends or asset values that would otherwise have been available
to taxpayers. The borrowing thus represents an unproductive use of
State bomowings, that is, capital being expended for no return.
B can also be argued that the $161 million paid from the budget
to meet the losses of the Teachers Credit Society and the Swan
Building Society was, in effect, indk&Iy financed through additional
government borrowing, for at the time these expenditures were
incurred, the general government subsector was running a large
budget deficit.

Large Losses Remain In Financial Enterprises
The official estimates of State debt referred to above do not indude
a l l the losses of State financial institutians?3 Specifically, they do not
included the losses incurred by the Government Employees Superannuation Board (GESB), and the State Government Insurance Corporation (SGIC). These State-owned financial institutions experienced
significant losses during the last 5 years as a result of WA Inc and
other investment decisions. Although the full extent of these losses is
not yet known, they will certainly be large, and represent a significant reduction in the financial assets previously available to
taxpayers. Between 1988 and 1992, the SGIC wrote down assets or
realbed losses to the extent of approximately $520 million as a result
of politically-motivated investment decisions. During the same period and for the same reasons, the GESB mote down assets of $234
million. These losses represent a decline in the State's asset base, and
indirectly contribute to the State's indebtedness through the elimination of revenue from asset sales arrd dividends.
Importantly, the losses of the SGIC and the GESB are being funded, in part, by taxpayers through special relationships and dealings
with the State government. The SGIC, which had a negative net
worth of $354 million as of 30 June 1992, has only been able to avoid
an explicit injection of h d s from the State government by exploiting
its exclusive right to provide third party insurance and to provide
insurance to various State government agencies-in other words, by
utibing its power to impose taxes on select insurance transactions.
The SGIC also has preferential rental arrangements with the State
23

These institutions are not treated as part of the budget sector for statistical p r poses and thus their losses only affect State debt when met by State hmwing.
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government for some of its central business district properties. The
GESB not only has similar preferential rent arrangements, but all of
its investments are underwritten in full by the State government and
all cash deficiencies are met directly by the State Treasury.
Debt Hag Been Used Fur Consumption Purposes
Successive State governments have consistently argued that, at least
for the general government subsector, borrowings have been used
solely for capital purposes. Indeed, this principle underpins the
structure and classification of its accounts, with all borrowings, and
loan repayments and most, but not all, receipts of a capital nature
and all expenditure of a capital nature by the public sector (except for
a number of M'Es),being required, by the Financial Adminisf ration and
Audit Act, to be credited to the General Loan and Capital Works Fund
(GL&CME).24

fable 3.3: Use of borrowing 1978-1996
($ BIlllon,19&4/85Dollars)

Borrowinga
Net lnvestmentb
Net Mining RoyaltiesC
Borrowing less net
investment
% of Total BomwFng
Borrowing minus net
invastment plus royalties
% of total borrowing
-9:

General Government
2.7
1 .I
1.4
1.6

Total Public SeGtor

6,2
4.1
1-4
2.1

5%
0.2

34%
0.7

7%

11%

(a)ABS Cat. No. 5501.0; b o m i n g estimated as deficit less advances p l d wet the
197&91 period.

(b) ADS Cat No. 5220.0; net Imaaem calcutaed as gross fixed capital
investment less consumption of capital (depredation) over the 197&91 periad.
(6) WA Budget Paws; net mining royalties calcutaM as mining and ptroreurn
royalties less expendimre foi adminislration (outlays af lhpamnent of Mines and
Energy) detlated by the !&year Treasury Bond rate to reflect the growth in the in sJnr
value d the resources.
-

L

This is at odds, however, with the available data-limited as they
arewhich indicate that a large proportion of the debt accumulated
by Western Australia's public sedor both FTE and the general government subsectors), over the last fifteen years has been used for
funding capital consumption rather than new capital investment. As
24

W A Treasury 11992e), ap. ciddr page 2
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shown in Table 3.3, the Australian Bureau of Statistics ( A S ) estimates that the the State's public sector increased its net stock of fixed
assets-gross fixed capital less depreciation or capital consumption
in 1985 d o b b y $4.1 billion over the 1977-91 period. During this
period, the public sedor is estimated to have increased its net debt by
a much larger amount-ound
$6.2 billion in 1985 dollaps.which
indicates that about $2.1 billion or 34 per cent of total net debt accumulated over the period was used to fund spending for capital
consumption purposes. These data also show that the use of borrowings for c o m ption purposes has not been restricted to Labor governments. During the six years prior to 1982 the coalition governments of the day also borrowed, albeit at a lower rate, for current
purposes--about 30 per cent of total borrowings.
The level of borrowing used for consumption purposes has been
extremely high in the general government subsector. During the
1978-1991 period, general government accumulated, in 1985 dollars,
new net debt of $2.7 billion, of which $1.6 billion or 59 per cent was
used to fund w e n t spending.
The use of debt for consumption purposes is continuing, and
makes up a significant portion of the deficit. Data provided by State
Treasury with the assistance of the AB95 show that, at least for the
general government subsector, a large proportion of the net debt
incurred in 1992 was used for consumption purposes. During 1992,
about 68 per cent of debt incurred was used for consumption purposes, if depreciation is measured on a w e n t cost basis; and about
30 per cent of the increase in net debt was used for consumption
purposes, if depreciation is measured on a historical cost basis. The
use of debt by the PTE subsector is more problematic; depending
entirely on how depreciation is measured. An examination of the
1993 GL&CWF shows that a significant proportion of expenditures is
clearly not in the nature of additions to the capital stock, but rather
replacement of capital which in the past was funded through the
Consolidated Revenue Fund.
The discrepancy between the constant official rhetoric and the
actual results shown in Table 3.3 arises from four main causes.
First, the govemment dehes the repair and maintenance of existing assets as a capital outlay. As a result, it has borrowed to fund the
depreciation or consumption of capital which, being a recuning item
of expenditureIis more appropriately defined--as indeed it is by the
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ABS in the State Accounts, (Cat. No.5220.0)--as current expenditure.
Second, it has used long-term borrowings to fund short-lived assets
such as computers. Th'ird, it has bomwed to bail out FITSand to
offer financial assistance to private firms. Fourth, it includes as
capital some items of expenditure which are unambiguously
recurrent in n a t u r ~ u c has office rental, superannuation and
rdundancy payments, and consultants' fees.
Capital Revenue Used For Cutrent Outlays
Western Australian governments have consistently used revenue
from the sale of physical assets such as land ($62 million in 1992) and
motor vehicles (about $20 million in 1992), and from the sale or use of
financial assets such as cash balances (around $160 million in 1989)to
fund current:expenditure*Under the National Accounts framework,
these revenue sources are treated cometIy; the saIes of physical
assets are heated as an offset to capital expenditure-effectively as
negative outlays-and consumption of finandal assets is treated as a
funding transaction and part of the deficit. The use of capital revenue
for recul~entpurposes is another reason why the State has been able
to give the appearance of using debt only for 'capital' purposes (see
Table 3.3).
Governments have also used income from mineral royalties,
which should be treated as capital revenue, to fund rmment outlays.
The Western Australian government obtains a large sharelarger
than any other State--of its own-sourced revenue from mineral
royalties: $2 billion in real tams over the 1982-93 period and $398
million in 1992. In fact, in 1992, mineral royalties were the largest
State source of revenue after payroll tax. Royalties are not a tax, but a
payment for the use of a capital asset. Since these assets-mineral
and petroleum deposits-are non-renewable, royalties represent payments for the right to consume a public asset. In this sense, royalties
are tantamount to asset sales, and similar to the sale of land, buildings and business ventures. As such, they should be treated as capital
revenue and as constituting a reduction in the stock of public assets.
It must be said, however, that under both the National Accounting
framework and the State public accounts format, royalties are treated
as current revenue, and the reduction in public assets denoted by
royalties are not reflected in estimates of capital expenditure or
changes in capital stock Nevertheless, if royalty receipts are considered as consumption of public capital and deducted from capital
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stock, then the net capital stock of the public sector would in real
t m have increased by only $700 million over the 1978-91 period
(see Table 3.3), and around 89 per cent of borrowings would be
deemed to have been used for consumption purposes. The impact on
the general government subsector is much more dramatic, largely
because all royalty income is used by this subsector. Income from
mineral royalties exceeded net investment in the geneml government
subsector: the implication being that over 93 per cent of the debt
incurred over the 1978-91 period was in the final analysis used for
consumption purposes. A portion of Western Australia's aboveaverage royalty receipts is siphoned away from this State to the other
States via the Commonwealth grants process.26 Nonetheless the core
of the argument remains, that royalties are large and are a capital
revenue and have in effect been used for consumption rather than to
haease the State's capital stock
Other Financial Liabilities

Debt or loan liabilities are not the only type of financial liabilities
borne by the public sector. Others include employee-related entitlements (such as leave entitlement, unfunded superannuation, workers' compensation), and accounts payable, foreign exchange contracts
and other a c m e d interest payments relating to debt-raising (see
Table 3,4)F7
The fhmciaI liabilities of the public sector (excluding guarantees,
indemnities and sureties) are listed in Table 3.4. In 1992, the State
public sector had total financial liabilities of $1 7.8 billion, representing 46 per cent of GSP. State debt constituted the bulk (61 per cent) of
total liabilities. Employee entitlements, however, were also large, at
$5 billion or 28 per cent, of which unfunded superannuation liabilities represented $4.4 billion. There are no published data on
employment and other non-Ioan liabilities prior to 1991; it is, thus,
not possible to estimate the growth in such liabilities over the last
decade.
It is significant that, unlike the composition of State debt, the
general government subsector has the largest share of the State's total
financial liabilities; and total f iabilities have exhibited very strong
growth in recent years. In 1992, the general government subsector
26

27

A portion of WA's aboveaveragelevel of royalties will be off set by a reduction
in Commonwealth Grants.
WA Treasury C1992a3, op. cif,,pages 7-26.
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had financial liabiities of $9.6 billion (which represented 54 per cent
of the State's total), a massive 23 per cent increase on the previous
year. The PTE subsector, on the other hand, actually reduced its
financial liabilities in 1992. The reason for the higher concentration of
total liabilities in the general government subsector is that most (76
per cent) of employee entitlements are in the general government
subsector.
I

Table 3.4: WA Pub1ic Sector Flnanelal LlabllRles and Assets
($ rnllllon)

State Public
Sector

Government

Year
Borrowings

6879

6779

3031

Employee related
entAiernentsa

4753

3808

9856

$0905

4778

4990

1469

1896

I

757

CRherb

872

1194

1814
I

Total Liabilities

8869

8833

7770
-

9575
16103 I779f
-

financia! AssetsC

1862

1848

2486

3496

3812

7007

6985

5284

SO79
-

12291 13084
-

Net Financial

Liabilities
Sam:

hfotes:

472'7
-

WA Treasury (I992), AnaIy?trcal informatimh S
u
p
m of the T r e a s w Ann&

S&temnts, f 891-92.
[a) These Indude: leave entidernents;supamnuadon; workers' mmpensatfon.
(b) This Includes: wendrawn bank and operating a a u n t s ; amunts payablef finance
leases;orher li&Uitres and accruals;moneys held in trust.
(c) These include: m h , bank and operating balances: accounts reoelvable; other
debts, acwals and prepayments;investments;l m s and advances.
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The Western Australian public sector does, of course, have financial assets, which in 1992 stood at $4.7 billion. The lion's share (74 per
cent) of these assets are in the general government subsector. Since
these financial assets are fully employed in the day-today operations
of govement and their liquidation would require the cessation of
all government functions, it makes little sense to offset these against
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financial liabilities. Notwithstanding that, net financial liabilities
(total financial liabilities less financialassets) of the public sector
stood at $1 3.0 billion in 1992, with a large portion (47 per cent) in the
general government subsector- It is also relevant that the level of net
financial liabilities in the general government subsector grew by 18
per cent h 1992.
The public sector also has substantial contingent liabilities, arising
from guarantees, indemnities and sureties, and standing at $705
million in 1992.These liabilities have shown a high level of volatility
over the last decade because of WA Inc deals. Even excluding those
deals, however, contingent liabilities have grown sharply in recent
years: by 25 per cent in T99&92. Moreover, these estimates do not
included the large liabilities that codd arise from the legal action,
commenced by Bond Corporation Holdings Limited and others
against the State for an aggregate of approximately $550 million, for
alleged breaches of contract in relation to the failed petrochemical
plant in K~inana.2~
Nor do they include the undenvriting of bondholders by the State Housing Commission for the Keystart Housing
Scheme.
These liabilities are of policy significance: they can be used, as
they have during the 1980s, as substitutes for debt. Since these liabilities are subject to little analysis or scmtiny, and are often shielded
from Parliamentmy and public scrutiny through the specious excuse
of 'commercial confidentiality', their use sigruhcantly undermines the
accountability of State finances and specifically the State debt.
Perhaps more crucially, recent policy initiatives wiU lead to furkher
expansion of these contingent liabilities: specifidy, the policy to
encourage private 'equity' funding of public infra~tructure?~
One of
the potential effects of this policy is to shift the source of funds for
public infrastructure from debt to equity.
Debt-Servicing Cost
The rapid growth in State indebtedness, coupled with the higher cost
of funds, resulted in a massive increase in the State's interest bill over
the 1980s (Figure 3.2). In 1992, the State's net interest bill--interest
paid less interest received-was $937 million, which in real terms

2
3
29

WA Treasury 11992~1,op. cit., pages 1&I&.
W A Government (1992a1, Inwesting In Infrastruclure: Guidelintsfor M a t e Sector
Pnrticipat ion in Public Infiasfruclure, May,
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represented a 148 per cenP0 increase over 1982.The State's net interest bill increased from 8.8 per cent of total revenue in 1982 to 14.6
per cent in 1992 or 5.8 percentage points, which in 1992 dohrs was
equivalent to $380 million or the amount spent on welfare services.
Figure 3.2: WA Publlc -or
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Source: ABS Cat. No. 5501,.O

The growth in gross interest payments by general government over
the 1980s was nothing short of alarming. After 1986, interest payments more than doubled in real terms largely as a result of Canberra's tight monetary policy; it outpaced the growth in all other
types of expenditure and was the major force behind the steady
growth in total outlays over the 198691 period. The decade of the
1980s was very costly in terms of borrowing. The average rate of inte
rest paid by the public sedor was only 6 per cent in 1980;by 1982 it
30

In 1990, the WA government rehmced a large portion ofits longdebt in
order to achieve a reduction in its cost offunds. The decision incurred transaction costs of $190 million which were brought to book in full in 1991. The
transaction led to the very high interest payments in 2991 and the Iower level
of interest payments recorded in subsequent years. Thus, ta this extent, the
decIine in interest payments indicated in Figure 3.2 after 1991 is illusory.
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had jumped to 9.9 per cent, and increased thereafter until peaking in
1989 at 12.5 per cent. The cost of funds to the States has decreased
since 1989; hence the decline in Western Australia's public sector
interest bill in recent years (Figure 3.2). While rates similar to those
prevailing in 1989 and 1990 are unlikely to return in the foreseeable
future, interest rates now seem to have bottomed. It is unlikely, there
fore, that the debt burden on the taxpayer will be eased as a result of
lower interest rates per se.
Superannuation Costs Are High And Graving
Data on superannuation payments are limited, but what are available
indicate rapid growth. In 1992, gross supemnnuation payments from
the Consolidated Revenue Fund (CRF)totalled $285 million, representing a 160 per cent real increase over 1988 and a 27 per cent
increase over 1991. The increase in superannuation payments in 1992
is in part due to the special redundancy programme of that year, and
thus the growth in payments should, without a change in policy,
slow over the term of the new government.

Public SectoF Remains In Deficit
The State public sector is in deficit and, on present policies, seems
likely to remain so (see Figure 3.3). The public sector was in deficit
throughout the 1982-92 period, with deficit spending growing, albeit
imegularly. The public sector deficit for 1992 reached $405 million.
The outlook for 1993 is for a public sector deficit of $453 million--an
11 per cent increase on the previous year.
Though the deficit can be funded, as it must be, from a number of
sources, induding cash balances, and proceeds from the liquidation
of financial assets, in the main the funding will come from new borrowings, including advances from the Commonwealth.
Budget Deficit Is Structural
Contrary to the rhetoric of successive State governments, the Westem
Australian general gmmment subsedm-the National Accounts analogue of the budget sector--was not in balance in any yew d u h g the last
10 years and i n w e d a deficit of $464 million in 1992 Moreover, in
1993 the general government subsector is again expected to have a
defidt of $346 million
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The absence of forward estimates of expenditure and revenue
prevents an assessment of the State's financial outlook beyond 1993.
Neverthel~s,the available evidence indicates that, under the policy
settings in place at the time of writing, the Western Australian gene

ral government subsector will remain in deficit through the term of
the new government. This conclusion is supported by both major
credit rating agencies. As stated in its 1992 Credit Report, 'Moodq's
expects Western Australia to continue to incur heavy borrowing
requirements well into the 1990~'?~
The State's deficit is structural rather than cyclical in nature. That
is, the general government subsector is scpeded to remain in deficit
even after deducting abnormal items, such as capital for financial
institutions (the R&I Bank and the SGTO) and the counter-cyclical
capital spending undertaken in 1993, and despite the cuts to the pubTic sector workforce and other spending restraints instituted by the
government in 1991 and 1992.Although Western Australia may continue to experience faster than average economic growth among the
States, forecasts of much stronger growth than in recent years32 are
unlikely to be realised given the constraints on Australia's economic
growth imposed by external debt and other factors.
D&cit Driven By Politics Not Economics
A widely accepted rationale for borrowing by the public sector is that
it allows governments to act as a stabilising force in the economy.
There are numerous variations on this argument, but essentially they
all boil down to the notion that the public sector should nm deficits
during periods of recession in the economy and reduce its deficit (or,
in fact, run surpluses) during periods of high growth (such as that
experienced between 1986 and 1989).
Even if this approach were accepted as appropriate fur a State
government33, there is a question as to whether the fiscal policy of
this State's public sector has in fact been implemented in a way that
was countm-cyclical. Certainly, our governments have regularly justified large deficitsby the need to stimulate the economy. Indeed, the
31

MoodyCs, Moody's Soaereign Credit Repor-Amtrdian

Stafes,

New York, Febru-

ary 1992.

32

WA Treasury forecast economic gmwh of 4 per cent in real terms during
1992-93; see WA Txeasury {I992b1, op. cif, page 23.

33

Stabilisation is primarily a CommanweaIth government responsibility and,
given the leakages' from additional State spending to other States and overseas, State governments have only a limited capacity to influence economic
activity in their State through such Keynesian policies.
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increased ddcit planned for 1993 is justified primarily on just this
'need'. But the pattern of deficit spending by the total public sector
and general government subsector does not in practice show any discernible relationship with various indicators of aggregate demand,
such as growth of GSP, household income, or unemployment

If anything, the cumulative fiscal policies of successive State governments over the last decade appear to have acted more as a destabilung force. The public sector did run large deficits during periods of
low growth, such as 1982-83 and 1990-93; but it ran even higher deficits during the boom times. During those times, as in the late 1980s,
when the State and national economies were very clearly overheated,
the Western Australian public sector not only ran large deficits, but
stepped up the rate of growth of public expenditure by offsetting
reductions in Commonwealth grants with large increases in tax receipts, the use of cash balances and asset sales. The W e s t m Australian public sector thus pursued a highly 'stimulatory' fiscal policy
during a period when national economic policy was seeking restraint
And then, during the recession which followed the boom, the State
public sector pursued a relatively contractionary fiscal policy, with
large tax increases in 1990, and restraint on expenditure growth
through to 1993, entailing cuts to the public sector workforce. The
government did maintain large deficits during this recession, but
these were driven in large part by the losses in FfEs already mentioned, and an expenditure overhang from the boom times.
On any dispassionate reading, the evidence indicates that Weste m Australian governments did pursue a 'stabilisation' policy: it was,
however, direded less at the business cycle than at the political cycle.
As shown in Figures 3.3 and 3.4, the deficits of the total public sector
and the geneml government subsector display a discernible pattern,
of large increases in preelection years1983,1986,1989, and 1 9 9 s
and even though the size of the deficit was reduced in non-election
years, these reductions did not offset the large increases committed in
e l d o n and immediate post-election years. As a result, there is a distinct 'ratchef growth pattern in deficit spending over the 1980s.
Capital Spending As A Whole Is Not Lmpy
Contrary to the frequent claims of governments, there is little evidence that borrowing is required to finance general government capital spending because of its l m p f or uneven nature. Although
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within particular agencies capital spending can be very uneven,
across the general government sector as a whole the peaks and
troughs tend to offset each other, so that the path of total capital
spending is quite even on an annual basis. In fact, as we might
expect, the level of capital spending appears to be more sensitive to
other policy factors, such as the stage of the political cycle, expenditure restraint, and economic growth, than to the size of individual
projects.

Comparisons Behveen States
To put the matter into perspective, the Western Australian public sector, largely because of the inherent strength of the State's private sector, is in a sound financial position. It is not confronting a crisis of
Victorian proportions; and it is in a far better fiscal position than the
other, 'southern' states. Nevertheless the State's finances have deteriorated significantly in recent years.
In other words:
* There has been excessive borrowing, pnlmarily to avoid the plitically-hard decision of raising taxes to finance election promises.
This has imposed an excessive burden on the State which, at the
margin, has probably had adverse effects on economic activity.
Notwithstanding thisCthe investment opportunities available to
the private sector in WA have been sufficient to allow the State to
grow faster than average and avoid Victoria's problems. In a
sense, there have been two States in WA--one in the private
sector; the other in the public sector.

How Does Western Australia Stand Relative To Other States?
In t e r n ofaccumulated liabilities, the Western Australian public sector is in the middle rank of the Australian States (see Tables 3.5,3.6
and 3.7).In terms of key credit indicators, its public sector ranks
below New South Wales and Queensland, and (ii 1991)on a par with
South Australia and above Victoria and Tasmania. Public sector net
debt in Western Australia was estimated by S&P Australian Ratings34
to havk been $5315 per capita in 1991, which was 77 per cent

34

The States do not publish estimates of State debt on a m m o n basis. The data
referred to in Table 3.5 are estimates provided by S&P Australian Ratings,
Monthly Rufings Bdleth, April 1992,and differ from the estimates published by
individual States,
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Table 3.5:

Key Credit Indicators, AustralIan States, June 1991

Net DebtPer mpiEe $

NSW

Vi

ad

Gnfk

SA

Tas

Six stabes

3,624

7,792

2,990

5,315

5,381

7,582

4,772

15.9

28.9

15.4

22.6

27.3

40.2

21.6

71.7

141.4

50.4

93.1

99.2

730.5

90.9

%of GSP
% of Budgetary

Revenue

Net Interest Payme% of Operating
Revenue
8.9
18.2
Contingent tiabilities as O/ of GSPState Financial
Enterprises
14.0
5.5
Unfunded gwl
liabilities
11.4
48.6

I

5.7

11.8

9,6

13.4

11.0

1

7.7

24.2

104.0

13.7

18.7

I

0.0

10.6

11.5

12.0

11.6

Sourn: SBP Auatdkn Ratlngs, Mmh&f l a t l ~ g sBuktjn, AprlI 1982
I

Table 3.6: Operating Budget Indicators, General Governrnsnt Sector, 1WO-1
Six
states

NSW

Vic

Qld

WA

SA

Tas

$m

218

957

74

$

37

326

45

-70
-52

17
37

384

per capita

806
-183

"JoQfop.
expendturn"

%

1.I

-5.9

113

1.3

-1.5

0.9

0.7

%

10.6

5.7

8-9

6.8

7.7

5.0

8.2

% ch

6.5

-0.1

6.6

2.1

10.1

9.4

4.7

1.2

0.4

3.7

1.2

0.7

1.1

1.1

Operating balance*

23

Own-purpose op.
expenditure'
Own-mum op.

revend

Nstintemstocnrmge X

Swm: S&P Ausmllm M n g s , hfunthh Flalings Bulletin, April 1992
*Mteexcludes extraordinary b.gnsactions

I

Table 3.7: Flnanclal Indicators, PT€ -or,

t 990-7
Six

Cost m r y ram
Net interest cavwage

Internal financing ratio
Debt payback period

%

X
%

yrs

NSW
218

37
1.1
10.6

Vie

Qd

-806
-183
-5.9

957

326
11.7

5.7

8.9

WA
74
45
1.3
6.8

Oividen~~tirrg
revenue
% eh 6.5
4.1
6.6
2.1
Swrce: S&PAustralian Ratings, Month!y' Rahgs Bul!dn, April 1992

Tas

sbbs

17

384

37

23

7.7

0.9
5.0

0.7
8.2

10.1

9.4

4.7

SA
-76
-52
-1.5
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higher than Queensland and 47 per cent higher than New South
Wales. Its public sector interest bill, measured as a share of current
revenue, was a h much higher than either Queensland or Mew Soufi
Wales; in fact double Queensland's. Although its net debt and debtservicing costs were substantially larger than those of New South
Wales and Queensland, they were much smaller than Victoria's and
Tasmania's. For example, in 1991, public sector net debt in Western
Australia was 28 per cent less per person than in Victoria and a massive 43 per cent less than in Tasmania. Indeed, the Tasmanian public
sector had amassed a net debt equivalent to 46 per cent of that State's
GSP by 1991--almost double the level of Western Australia. While in
1991 Western Australia's financial position was on a par with that of
South Australia, in subsequent years the level of debt and debt-servicing of the lattds public sector has soared due to the losses of its
State Bank.
In terns of the liabilities of State Gnandal enterprises-which are
not treated as part of public sector debt-Western Australia rates
very poorly. Indeed, its FTEs had liabilities equivalent to 24 per cent
of its GSP; a level only exceeded by South Australia whose FTEs had
amassed liabilities equivalent to 104 per cent of that State's GSP. Victoria would also have had a horrendous level of liabilities in its m s
if its State Bank had not been sold. Queensland, again, had, by a large
margin, the lowest level of liabilities in its FTEs.
The issue is not just where the State is now, but also where it is
going. As of 1991, WA was heading in the wrong direction, and
quickly. Moody's clearly identified this in early 1992: '...except for
South Australia, and its jump in debt resulting from that State's obligations to its State Bank, absolute growth of both Western Australia's
gross and net debt over the last five years to 1991-92 has been the
highest of all six States.'35

Fiscal Stance Has Tightened Since 1991
The State government, to its credit, has tightened fiscal policy over
the last few years. Over the three years 1991 to 1993,Western Australia is estimated to achieve the lowest growth in h a 1 consumption
spending (7.9 per cent) of any State except Tasmania (2.2 per cent),
and a rate substantially below the &-State average (11.3 per cent).
The losses of State financial enterprises also appear to have ceased,
though these agencies remain, as a group, overloaded with liabilities.
35

Moodfs, 6p. tit, pages 27-28.
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These changes have arrested the degeneration of the State's handal
position vis-d-wis the other States, but have not changed its ranking.
Nor have they been enough to stop the growth in liabilities, let alone
stark eating into the debt accumda ted in the 2980s. QueenshdI New
South Wales and Tasmania all achieved lower public sector deficits,
on a per capita basis, than Westem Australia during 1992, and are
e x p ~ t e to
d do so in 1993.

Reduction In Credit Rating
In early 1992,Moody's Investor Services downgraded the ratings of
Western Australian government long-term domestic debt from Aaa
to Aal (see Table 3.8)? The other major rating agency, S&P Australian Ratings, made a similar decision in October 1991. As a result this
State's credit rating fell below that of Queensland and New South
Wales, which both retain& a Triple A rating-the highest rating
available. South Australia and Tasmania are currently one n~sch
below WA at AaZ Victoria is the distant laggard, with a credit rating

of AI.
fable 3.8: Credit ftathgs, October 1992
New S0U?hWales

Aa&

Queensland

Aaa
Aal
Aa2
Aa2

Western Australla
South Australla

'Tasmania
Victoria
Commonweahh
S4urm: Mw$y"sInvestor Servmioe.

I

A1

A@

The reduction of Western Australia's a d i t rating resulted from
the d&&oration in the State's financial position. More spedfimlfy,
the decisions by the rating agendes to reduce the credit rating were
based on the following points:
'the State's rising debt burden over the last few years and our
projections af future borrowing requirements';

36

Note khat the two ma@ agencies use different codes, so that M d f s Aaa is
the same as S&P Australian Ratings' AAA. To avoid confusion we will refer to
the top rating as Triple A".
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'the deterioration in the State's budgetay position, largely
resulting from the slow-down in economic activity'; and
'theadditional financial burden imposed on the State" finances
as a result of capital obligations to the State's financial institutions'.31

The main significance of the credit ratings is that they are used by
financial markets and investors as an objective means of assessing
risk and therefore of determining the cost of borrowing. At a rough
estimate, the recent downgrading of the government's credit rating
added about 0.3 percentage points to the annual cost of new domestic

borrowings.%Thus the high level of public sector borrowing during
the 1980s has resulted in an increase in the State's already high cost of
The State's large debt burden and the consequent credit downgrading, in concert with the WA hc deals, undoubtedly undermined
business and consumer confidence. As well as providing financial
markets with an independent source of information, a d i t ratings
exert an influence on business and consumer confidence. Indeed a
strong &it rating not only reflects a State's capacity to repay debt,
but also an acceptance by the government of the need for sound fiscal
management. Dwing the recent economic downturn those Australian
States with superior credit ratings Eared better in terms of business
and consumer confidence than the States with lower credit ratings.39
Western Australia Is Not A 'Rustbelt' State
While the excesses of the 1980s did erode the State's financial position, nevertheless both the State economy, and, because of the economy, the Staite's public &or, emerged in a rdatively strong h n dal position. Western Australia, along with Queensland, is exp&&
to lead the nation in the growth stakes over the term of the government. The State public sector remains highly rated; its credit
rating of Aal is just one notch below the highest possible ( h a ) . That
high rating does not, of course, stem from the quality of its fiscal
performance over the 1980s,but rather from its rapidly-developing,
resource-rich economic base.
It is important for policy purposes to recognise that the State's
economy and therefore its public sector are in far better fiscal shape
38

Ibid,, page 26,
NSW Government, 1992-93 NS W Budget, Budget Papey No.2,
pages 9-50.

39

hc.cit.
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Western Aushalia's Economic Growth Ts hl;ot Assured
Although the State has, by Australian standards, excellent growth
prospects, its future is by no means assured. A recent survey of leading forecasters indicates that most expect Westem Australia to experience the second fastest rate of economic and employment growth
over the term of the government--second only to Queensknd (Table
3.9). There was, however, a large level of divergence (as indicated by
a higher standard deviation) among the forecasters about Western
Australia's growth prospects-more than for any other State. Indeed,
Western Australia received both the highest (6.1 per cent) and the
lowest (1.0 per cent) forecasts of economic growth among the States.
The reason for the divergence of opinion arises, in part, from the narrow structure of the WA economy, but also from the State's fiscal
performance, in particular the WA h c losses discussed earlier' But
whatever the reason, it does indicate that the State's future prospects
are far from assured. It will be particularly important that the State
government provide an economic environment conducive to
increased private investment.

Queenshd 1s The Benchmark
The most salient feature of the Australian State s&or is the excellent
performance and prospects of the Queensland economy. Over the
t h e e years to 1991-92period of deep recession4&eensland outperformed all States according to most indicators42,and it is expeded
to continue to do so aver the term of the government flabable 3.9). As
shown by the small standard deviation in the forecastoless than for
any other Statethere is also less doubt among forecasters about
Queensland's growth prospects.
Coincident with its record of high economic growth was the uniqu&y the standards of Australian s t a t e f i s c a l stance of successive Queensland governments. Over the 1980s, when most other State
governments (including Western Australia) pursued a very expaive fiscal policy, with large deficits and higher taxes and charges,
Queensland's governments did the opposite. Successive Queensland
governments implemented &cal measures43which included:
* restricting borrowing to commercial pufposes;
42

Q u e n s h d Treasury OW%), Queenstmtd EmomiE Review, JuneQuarter, page

43

Queensland Govetnment (1992a1, Q u e e n s i d Budgef, 1992-93, Budget Pnper

34,

No.4, pages 3-5.
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no bornowing for general government purposes (in other words
achieving a 'balanced budget');
r
fully funding all future liabilitiest including superannuation, workers' compensation, and motor vehicle third party insurance liabilities;
minimising State taxes and charges;
* emwing that the PTE sector earn an operating profit, and funding mast capital investment fram retained earnings; and
ensuring that FTEs implement a conservative, low-risk investment strategy.
The effect of these polides, which the current @ensland government is committed to continuing for most of the tern of the Westem
Australian government is shown; in Tables 3.5-3.8. The Queensland
public sector has, by a substantial margin, the lowest level of debt
and debt-sewiang cost of aU the States. Queensland is the onIy State
whose PTE subsector actually continues to earn an operathg profit;
and it has h d e d over 90 per cent of its capital ouZIays in that
subsector through retained earnings rather than bmowings. QueensIand also has the lowest taxes of any State, and lower charges than
most other Stakes. For example, in aggregate, Queensland imposes
taxes at 31 per cent below the all-State average." Moreover, it is the
only Sfate, apart from New South Wales, which increased public
investment in new fixed assets in real t e r n over the 1988-1993
period.d5
The prudent h a 1 stance of successive Queensland governments
bore h i t during She recent economic domturn. Dtuing the 1990-92
period, Western Australia and all States other than Queensland were,
in response to the recession, f m e d to cut capital works, lay off public
sewants, and pay out more in interest. During the same period, the
Queenslandgovemmmt was able to increase capital spending by 38
per cent, to employ over 4000 more public servants, cut interest payments by $100 million, and at the same time achieve a balanced
budget, r&e debt and fulIy fund aIl liabilities, without increasing
taxes. The contrast could not be more dear or instxuctive.
More than that, Queensland's f k a l performance is of particular
relevance to Western Australia: Quewland is the State with whi&
Western Australia most obviously competes for investment, people,
44

45

CGC, Report pn G m m l R m u e Grant Relntivities fur the Sfates, the N o d h
T-to y and fhe Australian Capital T m i l o y : 1992 Updafe, Commonwealth
Grants Commission, Canberra, AGE, 1992
ABS Cat. No.5501.0.
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and jobs. It is the State with the most similar economic growth potential and the most similar economic structure. It confronts a similar
pattern of and level of demand for public services and has a similar
tax- and revenue-raising capacity to Western Australia's. As such,
Queensland's public sector sets the most appropriate benchmark
against which Western Australia's fiscal policy can and should be set
and assessed.

.

lndlcators: Cornparatlve Performance
Western Australia Relatlve ta Queenstand*
(Per Captta)
Gensral Govmment
Tabla 3.10: Fl-I

Tax (I990/91la
Interest Paid (199 1/92)b
Interest Received (1 990/91 lb
Deficit (1992)

Debt (I 9g2)

27%
82%

-29%
$489

$1 726

Publri: Tradirrg Entrprrises
Electricity Charges (1983)C
Sewage (1 991)d
Water (1991)d
Interest Paid (19921b
Profit (Loss)(19921b
Debt (19921b
mta:

s
:

58%

113%

-29%
107%
($312)
90'%

Calculated as per caplFa level In WA rdatkre to the per capita Wel In Queensland,
and presented In percentage terms H possible, othewise in dollars.
(a) Commonwealth Grants Commission (rw2).
(b) ABS Cat No. 5501.0.
(c) ESAA (1992)Electricity Supply Industry PerformanceIndimtors 1987188-1990/91.
(d) M government (1W2), Comparative Analysis of Selemd Taxes and Charges in
the Northern Terrlrory and the States, Augusl.

The government, as shown by Table 3.10,will inherit a k a l psition which is notably inferior to that of Queensland. In t e r n of the
budget or general government sector, Western Australia imposes
taxes which, adjusted for differences in ability to pay or size of tax
base, are in per capita terms 27 per cent higher than in Queensland,
and it pays out 27 per cent more per person in interest costs. Because
cash balances were run down during the 1980s, the Westem Australian public sedor also earns significantly less in interest receipts than
Queensland's. The Queensland budget or general government sub
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sector is in slxrp1u9 and has no net debt-in fact, it has an excess of
financial assets over financial liabilities. As a result, its new borrowings are roughly $489 per person less than, and its per capita net
debt is $1726 per person below, that of Western Austmlia. The FtTi
subsector in Western Australia is abo in a worse h a n a a l position.
Electricity charges inWs State are on average 58 per cent higher than
in Queensland. Charges on sewerage are on average 113 per cent
above the level in Qumland; and while Western Australia does
impose on average significantly lower charges for water, for an arid
State that o n hardly be categorised as an appropriate policy. Queensland's M'E subsector achieved a higher operating profit ($312 per
capita), pays 107 per cent less interest and has 90 per cent less net
debt on a per capita basis than does its Western Australian counterpart.

Existing Debt Management Plan Is Inadequate
Although there is no general agreement among economists on what
the size of public sector debt or government deficit should b e n o t an
unusual state of affairs-there is little disagreement that the level of
debt accumulated by the WA public sector during the 1980s was
excessive, and that the stmctural deficit to be inherited by the government is too high, particularly given the large portions used to
fund consumption. The question, then, is how much should the
deficit and State debt be reduced?
In mid-1992 the Western Australian government announced a
debt management plan4 designed to reduce the public sector deficit
and debt. The central objective of the plan is to reduce State debt to a
level consistent with achieving, or rather retrieving, a Triple-A'
credit rating. This is to be achieved by restricting the growth of the
public sector deficit to one percentage point less than the growth in
GSP until the public sector debt falls ko below 18 per cent of GSPthe level generally believed to be consistent with a Triple A credit
rating. The plan also stated that the repayment of general government debt would be accelerated, so that such debt would be paid off
over 25 years. The plan also included a commihnent to reduce expenditures and taxation as a proportion of GSP, and a commitment to
monitor and report annually on these targets, as part of the budget
process.
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Although this debt management plan is an improvement on the
past, and unambiguously a move in the right direction, it falls short
of being an a d q u a te strategy for the next government. Specifically, it
fails to distinguish between borrowing for commercial and noncommerdal activities; it fails to distinguish between bo~~owing
for capital
and current purposes; it f
ato consider adequately the need to make
up for the profligacyof the past; it fails to confront squarely the competition h m meensland and other States; it fails to consider all the
relevant aspects-ability, desirability, appropriateness-of countercyclical spending; and it fails to address the systemic tendency
toward excessive borrowing by governments.
Need To Separate Commercial From N d o m m e r c l d Functions
Those functions of govmment that are clearly nominated as operating on a commercial basis should, in respect of debt policy, be treated
differenfly from those functions that operate through non-cumexr
cia1 means, The existing debt management plan fails to make this
distinction.
The funding d d i o n s of the cumerc3al activities of government
have, at least potentially, an inbuilt discipline--the market place.
They are, therefore, less prone to excessive borrowing or spending.
Furthemore, because they are funded through user charges, there is
a direct link between the beneficiary and the fund- of these goods
and semices. They also tend to provide physical i n f r a s h t c h w which
yields a direct and quantifiable financial return to users.
The general government subsector is hmdarnentally different. An
important objwtive of the general government subsector is redistribution: that is, to provide services to people who 'need* them, financed by people who can 'afford' to pay. There is thus no discipline
other than that imposed by the political pracess. General government
services generally do not yield a financial retum to the community in
order to meet their establishment and maintenance costs. And there
is no visible link between those who pay for and those who benefit
from the sesvices.
It could be argued that there should be no borrowing limits imposed on the commercial operations of government, but rather that
the funding decisions should be left up to the market place. The
problem is that PTEs are not entirely structured or operated on commercial grounds. Their borrowing and spending policies are very sigficantly influenced by various non-commercial objectives. As long

as the distinction between the TTE and the general government sub
sectors remains blurred, the funding policies of the PTE subsector
should be subjected to limits imposed by the government. The imposition of a borrowing limit could have adverse effects on commercial
activities: capital works might be inappropriately postponed, or user
charges forced up in order to fund lumpy' capital works. The solution, however, lies not with refraining from or eliminating global borrowing limits but with changing the structure, functions and objectives of government agencies. The real task is to bolate the comerdal functions from the non-commercial through, initially, an a d e r a ted and more rigorous process of corporatisation, and, ultimately,
through privatisation, and to have all non-commercial activities
undertaken by ITEs to be funded by the general government sector.
The general government subsector should be the primary focus of
the governmenfs debt strategy and the subsectors-the PTE and
general government--should be subjected to separate, explicit targets
for debt and deficits. The m e n t debt management plan does neither.

Need To Stop Bornwing For Consumpticm
For reasons of efficiency and equity as well as straightforward bancia1 management, public sector agencies#in both the PTEand general
government subsectom, should be allowed to borrow only to fund
additions to net capital st& and not to fund consumption.
The use of borrowing by the public sector to fund consumption
will inevitably result in excessive costs, with too much of the State's
scarce resources being taken away from productive uses in the private sector for unproductive purposes. Bonowing for unproductive
purposes also undermines the ability of government to manage its
finances. Since interest payments are a non-discretionary item of
expenditure, their growth necessarily diminishes the policy options
available to governments and exposes government to a higher level
of risk from economic factors, such as higher interest rates, and from
political factors, such as the domination by the Commonwealth.
The most serious and binding criticism of the use of borrowing
for consumption purposes is that it is grossly inquitable. As the curtent debt management plan correctly indicates, the main justiFication
in theory for the use of debt to hance public expenditure is that it
allows the cost of long-lived assets to be spread over time; that is, it
achieves equity over generations. Public works do often have long

lives and can involve large and lumpy expenditure. If such assets
were financd totany from current revenue, then m n t consumers
would be forced to bear the full cost. That could, as a result of budget
constraints, lead to the under-supply of valuable assets; whilst future
consruners would benefit from the trse of the assets but would net be
required to pay their fair share. That intergenerational equity argument, however, has a binding corollary, seldom made clear by governments. It is this: that it is not equitable to borrowI unless the
bornwings are used to create a new long-lived capital asset and one
that earns its keep. That means that it is not equitable to borrow for
recurrent or consumption purposes (induding the consumption of
capital in the f o m of repair and maintenance expenditure). Future
generations receive little benefit from the consumption of their predecessors. They will, moreover, be required to meet the cost of their
own consumption as well as that of preceding generations. This is
quite clearly inequitable.
As discussed above, the available evidence indicates that the
general government subsector and perhaps the PTE subsector are
currently borrowing heavily for non-productive or consumption purposes. Depending on the accounting treatment, the data show that at
least 30 per cent and perhaps as much as 87 per cent of the new net
borrowing by general govenunent is currently being used for consumption purposes. The data on the PTEsubsector are less definitive,
but do indicate the continued use of new borrowings for nonproductive purposes,
The obvious conclusion is that the deficit of the general
government subsector should be reduced at the very least by a
third-$120 million--in 1993. The deficit of the ME subsector also
needs to be reduced. By way of contrast, the &sting debt management plan envisages steady real growth in borrowing over the term
of the government, which, on the basis of all accepted criteria, i s
excessive.

Need To Compensate For The Legacy Of The 1980s
One reason for adopting a balanced budget target is the need to make
up for the excesses of the 1980s. As discussed above, over the last 15
years and particularly during the last six years, the State's public
sector has accumulated a large st& of unproductive debt: around 34
per cent in total public sector debt and around 60 per cent in the
general government subsector. When unfunded superannuation,
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unrealised losses in Stateowned financial enterprises, and the depletion of the State's mineral and energy assets are considered, there has
been a significant erosion of the State's net asset base. Thus the current generation will be passing on to the next generation a greatly
depleted legacy. This Birectly conflicts with principles of intergenerational equity, at least as applied to general government assets.
Since there is no direct connexion between individual users and
individual funders of general govenunent assets, these assets and
any assodated debt must be assessed on a wholeof-soaety or coUective basis. Intergenerational equity will be achieved for such assets if,
in a given period, the beneficiaries-the whole of society--pay an
amount which covers the full cost of the services they receive indudimg maintenance and replacement of assets. In that way, one period's

taxpayers will bequeath to subsequent taxpayers no less an
inheritance of net assets (capital and financial assets less liabilities)
than the one they received. The central point is that the whole burden
of general government debt must be tied to the benefits which the
whole of sodety will gain in the future from improvements to the
current capital stock; the asset, the debt and the benefits are all
indivisible.
Given the indivisible nature of general government assets, the
level and uses of past borrowings are relevant to determining the
appropriateness of new borrowings. Specifically, there is no equity in
making future taxpayers fund the construction of schools or day-care
centres if they-the future taxpayersare also saddled with debt for
which they receive no benefits. If the level of debt is already excessive
relative to the asset b a s e ~ its is now-it is inappropriate to make
future generations pay for new schools even though they may benefit
from them.
To make up for the profligacy of the past, the general govenunent
subsector will need to maintain a balanced budget. If capital spending is maintained at current levels, a balanced budget would be
required for between 15 to 30 years to compensate for the legacy of
the 1980s. In other words, equity requires a balanced budget in the
general government subsector for the foreseeable future.
The excesses of the past are less relevant to the commercial activities of government. If investment is financed on correct commerdal
grounds, then each debt-funded addition to the capital stock will
automatically be justified by the revenue expected from customers.
As such, the st& of debt held by these agencies, whether productive
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or unproductive, does not theoretically alter the justification for using
debt funding at the margin.
The stock of debt is, however, important for the PTS Sector. Some
PTEs, such as SECWA, M a n t l e Port Authority, and Westrail, have
accumulated a large stock of unproductive or under-performingdebt
which has to be serviced and which is undermining their efficiency
and flexibility. A large proportion of this debt has been generated for
redistributive purposes and funded via tax-like instruments. This
should be viewed as part of the general government sector and thus
as adding further support to the need for a 'balancd budget.
Public Sector Must Cut Its Use of Domestic Savings
Australia's economic conditions demand that the public sector
reduce its consumption of private savings by achieving a budget
surplus. Australia has a large furrent account deficit arising frum an
excess of domestic expenditure over domestic income. This deficit is
being financed by borrowing the savings of foreigners, who must be
repaid with interest. As a result the foreign debt has p w n past $160
billion, and debtservicing costs have grown to 42 per cent of net
exports. Part of the solution to the debt and current account problem
lies in achieving a swtaLTlable increase in domestic savings. The most
effective and only direct means open to governments to achieve an
inmeased level of savings is for it to stop borrowing; that is, fox the
public sector to stop commhg private savings.
Since all major parties at the Federal level have, in recognition of
the nation's fiscal plight, made explicit commitments to return the
budget sector to a surplus, the Commonwealth government will,
throughout the term of the new State government, put continuom
presswe on the States to cut expenditure and restrain borrowings.
Indeed, as the experience of the latter half of the 1980s shows, unless
the States take a lead in the process of fiscal reform, the Commonwealth will not only force restraint on the States via the various
instruments at its disposal, but it will also force them to bear the bulk
of the restraint and the debt. Moreover, unless the States prove themselves willing and able to respond to the need to reduce public sector
borrowings, the Commonwealth is unlikely to support any changes
in StateFederal fiscal arrangements which might give the States
more autonomy.

Need To Meet The CompetiHm Queendand
The processes of structural change and microeconomic reform will
present Western Australia with huge challenges and opportunities in
the 1990s.Western Australia's main competitor is and will continue
to be Queensland. Although the level of taxes and charges is only one
of the many means by which the State can compete, they are important and they are within the control of the govenunent. One way in
which the new government can meet the challenges and opportunities provided by reform processes is to achieve the level of fiscal
performance and the cost structure of its main competitor--Queensland--and the most obvious way to do this is to adopt Queensland's
unique and successful fiscal stancethe core of which is a balanced
budget. In other words, the government should follow the lead of the
private sector in its drive to become internationally competitive and
set as its benchmark the best example of merit 'best practice' in
fiscal performanc~eensland.

Balanced Budget Is Conahtent With Stabilisation
If one assumes that State governments can and will manage their
&ances so as to stabilise the State's economy, then the budget deficit,
and even borrowing for consumption purposes, can be rationalised.
Most of those who would argue the orthodox case for the stabilisation function would go on to argue that a rigid balanced-budget ntle
would make governments either increase taxes or cut spending in
periods of low growth, and cut taxes or increase spending during
periods of high growth. This would lead to large fluctuations in tax
rates over time. That in turn would prove very difficult, if not impossible, to manage politically. It would accentuate the business
cycle; would inaease the level of sovereign risk; and would, over
time, distort the relative allocation of work and leisure. Taxes should
remain stable over time, therefore, even if this results periodically in
deficits and surpluses.
The key point is that the stabilition objedive is consistent with
the pursuit of a balanced budget target. The Western Australian
general government subsector has a structural deficit: its deficit is not
caused by cyclical or temporary factors. Balancing the budget by
either increasing taxes or by cutting expenditure will result in permanent changes and as such it is consistent with the stabilisation
objective. The conflict between a balanced budget target and the
stabilisation objective arises more in t e r n of the timing of the
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adjustment process and how rigidly the balanced budget target is
enforced once i t is reached.
The ability of,and need for, State governments to stabiliee their
focal. economies is, as argued earlier, very W t e d and greatly exaggerated. The evidence Mica tes that the State govenunents, including
successive Westem Australian governments, have in recent years,
with one conspicuous exception, pursued a pro-cyclical fiscal stance
and in so doing acted as destabilising forces in the economy. The one
exception has been Queensland. Queensland governments, unlike
their counterparts in other States, kept tax mtes constant over the
19803,saved the windfall receipts that flow& from the asset boom of
the 19809, and used the earnings from the accumulated financial
assets to make up the shortfall in tax revenue during the recent recession. Thus Queensland was the only State to pursue a stabilkition
policyFand a key reason for its being able to do so was its p u i t of a
structural balanced budget.
Need Ta Check The Bias Of Politics
The inescapable conclusion we gather from the fwal behaviour of the
Western Australian public sector over the last decade or more is that
the traditional conception of government as acting benevolently in
the 'public inter& to achieve equity, to stabilise the heenomy, and to
promote efficiency, is not appbcable to State governments. On the
conhary the evidence suggests a strong systemic tendency for excessive growth of State debt, when assessed against any of these objectives.
There are many possible explanations or thm~sies0~
of this behaview-behaviour that is by no means unique to Western Australiabut two appear to be most relevant to the issue of State debt: h a l
iUusion and the political cycle.
There is strong evidence that individual voters seldom make the
comexion that bbrrowing today leads to higher taxes tomorrow.
First, the indirect nature of the Stake tax and revenue systems leads
voters to believe that they do not pay State taxes--someone else does,
most notably business. If voters do not think that they pay taxes
today, they are going to be less concerned about taxes tomorrow.
Second, voters are very poorly informed about the level, use and cost
of State debt-the format and inadequacies of the State's accounts,
-
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and the complicated nature of the issues involved see to that. Third,
government deficits allow some voters and interest groups to free
load on future generations.
The failure of people to make the comexion between debt and
taxes allows vote-maximising governments to gain popularity by
giving current consumers and some voters what appears to them to
be a free lunch: spending without any iznmediate or obviow increase
in taxes or charges.
The excessive accumulation of debt is also caused by the short
time-horizons of political parties. Political parties are primarily interested in getting elected and, once in government, in staying in
power. They characteristically have a very short and tightly-focwd
time horizon-the next election, Their primary focus within that horizon is on maximising votes in marginal seats. They also have a strong
incentive to push the responsibility for funding current expenditure
as much as possible into the future: many future taxpayers are not
merit voters, and the future government is likely to be made up
either of a different party or at least of different members. Voters
tend to accommodate the short-sightedness of politicians within their
own myopic behaviow. Electoral outcomes are heavily influenced by
the apparent economic performance of and benefits provided by gove m e n t s on election day. Both the past and the futureare discounted
heavily.48 The myopia of the political process combined with the
votemaximising imperatives of government give rise to the eI&oral
cycle in which governments manipulate expenditure for maximum
impact at election time and in marginal seats, with large increases in
defiat funding. The electoral cycle has been a very obvious and major
reason for the ratchet-like growth of debt in Western Australia over
the last decade or more.
The existence of these forces-fiscal SUusion and the political
cycledoes not mean that State debt w i l l grow inexorably; there are
limits. The Commonwealth, through the Loan Council and the provision of grants, will eventually impose its will when things get out of
hand. Uhe extent to which the Commonwealth government ignored
the Victorian fiscal d6bScle is not however, an encouraging experic
ence.) Credit rating agencies are increasingly active and will eventually react to State fiscal policy by changing a State's credit rating and
therefore the cost of its capital. Taxpayers may flee, as they are
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n tly doing in Victoria, or revolt, as they did in California in the
1980s. And political ideology and personalities do matter. Nthough
these limits are many and varied, they are inadequate, often too
imprecise and not very durable. They tend to come into effect when
m

things have got too far out of hand-fter the horse has already bolted-involving resort to extreme, costly and often one-off solutions.
A substantial part of the longer-term solution lies in improving
the accountability of State spending (see Chapter 5)and in improving
the transparency of and the State's responsibility for State revenue
collections (see Chapter 4). These refoms are by themselves not
enough, and will prove ineffective unless supplemented with limits
on bornwing.
The solution lies with imposing limits on borrowing--a balanced
budget target This directly addresses the structural excesses of the
political system, as well as being easily understood, credible, and
having the potential to command wide public support.

Debt Strategy For The New Government
The new State govenunent should implement a debt management
plan, whose primary targets are to:
* achieve by the end of the tern-19974 Triple A' rating, which

*

involves reducing the net debt of the State public sector from 21.1
per cent of GSP in 1992 to around 17.0 per cent of GSP in 1997.
This is much more stringent than the existing debt management
plan which, assuming it is enforced each year and the economy
grows at a rate of 4.0 per cent per year in real terms, will take
around 13 years to reach the same target;
achieve by the end of the tern-1997--a structurally balanced
budget, or zero deficit, in the general government subsector. This
means eliminating a smtctural deficit of between $250 and $300
million over a four-year period;
phaseout,by1995,allbomwinginthegmeralgoverrtmentsubsector for consumption purposes: that is, new borrowing must be
equal to or less than the increase in capital investment minus the
cost of depredation;
restrict, from 1994,aUnew bornwings by the PTE subsector to
the funding of long-lived assets that yield a commercial rate of
r e b and are fully serviced by user charges;
set aside, from 1994, sufficient funds to meet all accruing liabilities above the 1992level. ($4.4 billion);

* take on no additional contingent liabilities in the form of sureties,
w n t e g s and indemnities;
use the proceeds from asset sales and privatisation to decrease the
stock of debt and not to fund consumption;
channel all capital revenue, including mineral royalties, into capital outlays; and
make explicit grants to FEs for comE]nity semice obligations.

Implementation: Need fur Institutional Support
The debt management strategy can only be achieved in a limited
number of ways: by raising more revenue, by cutting expenditure, or
by a combination of the two. These are considered separately in later
chapters. The priority must, however, be to reduce spending. It is
also appropriate to raise additional revenue, in the form of asset sale
and privatisation, and to impose for a fixed tern a tax or surcharge
earmarked for redeeming WA Inc losses (see Chapter 4).
It is not possible or appropriate at this time to provide the detail,
or indeed much more than the overall direction, of the necessary process of adjustment. There is insufficient information and there are
numerous options that will need be considered. The options should
be explored by the Commission of Audit Notwithstanding the findings of the Commission, some flexibility will be required over the
term of government. The task at this point is to set the debt targets
and to commit the government to achieving them over its term.
Necessary Supports To Balancing the Budget
The main impediment to the debt management strategy will be the
political system itself. Under the existing system, the politicians making up the government will have the usual strong incentives to avoid
anti-deficit actions. Deficit reduction will be strongly resisted by an
anny of vested interests. And the politicians of the opposition parties
will accentuate the pain-real or imagined-without mentioning the
gain. Even those voters who strongly oppose deficit spending will
prefer that someone else's programmes get cut, or that someone
else's taxes get raised. Many, though not all, sections of the bureaucracy will see it as an attack on the empire. In addition to the obvious
considerations, many members of the government will see it as bad
politics to hand over a nest egg to future governments. Thus even
when political leaders have the best of intentions and have a mandate
to reduce the deficit, achieving and maintaining it may be difficult
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The h t and most important ingredient toward implementing the
debt strategy f political will and leadership. Unless these are provided over the term of govement, the debt strategy could turn into a
farce. Thusit must have the fulland binding endorsement of the government. And there must be some mechanisms, such as a Cabinet
decision and a very dear, mandated public manifesto, which fully
enunciate the strategy and ensure that someone in authority, preferabIy the Treasurer, has the power to make it work.
In addition to having a meaningful set of goals and the authority
to back these up, there must also be the technical and institutional
systems in place to produce the results. The budget must be properly
defined with all loop-holes closed off. There must be a detailed set of
fornard estimates backed up by detailed financial controls to mure
that targets are actually adhered to at the manager level. Those responsible for the strategy must be answerable to Parliament for the
success or otherwise of meeting the targets. This would be greatly
facilitated by an annual progress report by the Auditor-General.
Financial incentives should also be provided to public senrice managers not just in relation to the performance of their own department
but to the achievement of the strategy as a whole.
Ultimately the solution lies in putting into place constraints on
the decision-making powers of government. Such reforms are necessarily external because any intern1 reform will itself be inherently
unstable and therefore less effective.
Two options appear to be most suitable: a requirement to balance
the budget or a requirement that all borrowing by the general government sector be approved for specific purposes and by a referend u n The two options can be combined with a balanced budget being
required unless authoris& for specific purposes via a referendum.
There are other variations that can be considered, and the restraint
can be imposed via statutory or constitutional means, though the latter would be preferable. Although sctemal restraint on the powers of
government may appear to be radical to AushaIians, it is the norm at
the State level in the USA. Forty-nine of the fifty State governments in
USA have balanced budget requirements; in most (42 states) the
requirement is imposed constitutionally. And unlike the poor track
record of similar requirements at the national level in the USA, the

balanced budget requirements at the State level have proved to be
quite successful in restraining growth in debt and to be popular.4g
There is a wide range of issues that need exploration, such as
whether the rqubement applies over a single year or a period of
years; how the budget is defined; and how the role and impact of the
Commonwealth on State revenue and spending can be treated. The
various options and issues need a thorough assessment, and should
be carried out as a high priority by the next govenunent
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